
Long Mobius Cowl
Pattern by Haley Waxberg

The pattern is very simple, fast, and satisfying for time 
when you just need to produce something FAST. It is knit 
in the round using a really long circular needle and a nifty 
little cast on just for mobius knitting. To learn this easy 
new skill you can watch Cat Bohrdi's great Intro to 
Mobius Knitting tutorial on you tube. Cat's instructions 
are clear and easy to follow and you'll be an expert in no 
time! 

Size
Lying flat with mobius twist on top, measured across the 
middles, unstretched
28" long x 5.25" wide

Materials
2 skeins Araucania Coliumo Multi, 30% silk, 70% wool, 
100g-87m, colour 9
8mm/36" (40” or 47" are also good) circular needles
1 Stitch Marker

Gauge
in knit 3 rows, purl 3 rows rib
12 sts & 20 r = 4"/10cm

Techniques
Intro to Mobius Knitting tutorial by Cat Bohrdi on you 
tube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVnTda7F2V4

Directions
Using Cat Bordi's mobius cast on technique, cast on 136 
sts. Place marker and join careful not to twist the sts 
(more than it is meant to): see Cat Bohrdi's tutorial for 
directions.

Knit the 1st st tight to avoid a gap at the join. Knit for 2 
rounds (or ridges).  Round begins & ends at the stitch 
marker.

Purl for 3 rounds.

Knit 3 rounds.

Purl 3 rounds.

Knit 2 rounds.

Cast off loosely knit-wise. Weave in ends. 
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